


Google’s AI Principles

Google committed to seven principles which govern its development and 

deployment of AI. They state that technology should:

1 Be socially beneficial

2 Avoid creating or reinforcing unfair bias

3 Be built and tested for safety

4 Be accountable to people

5 Incorporate privacy design principles

6 Uphold high standards of scientific excellence

7 Be made available for uses that accord with these principles



Weapons or other 
technologies 

whose principal 
purpose or 

implementation is 
to cause or 

directly facilitate 
injury to people.

Technologies that 
cause or are likely to 
cause overall harm. 

Where there is a 
material risk of harm, 
we will proceed only 

where we believe 
that the benefits 

substantially 
outweigh the risks, 
and will incorporate 
appropriate safety 

constraints.

Technologies that 
gather or use 

information for 
surveillance 

violating 
internationally 

accepted norms.

Technologies 
whose purpose 

contravenes 
widely accepted 

principles of 
international law 

and human 
rights.

AI Applications We Will Not Pursue
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Responsible AI Practices
ai.google/education/responsible-ai-practices

http://ai.google/education/responsible-ai-practices
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Accountability Options

Suite of options for transparency & accountability
● Explainability
● Interpretability
● Auditability
● Testing and validation
● International Standards
● External engagement
● Contestability
● User Feedback



Explainability

Depends on:

● how consequential the decision/output is: e.g., medical diagnosis
● how much trust users have
● how opaque the decision-making process appears to be
● potential legislation: GDPR and beyond
● how new/novel the application is
● how much agency users have to contest output 



User

Task

Decision or
Recommendation

• Why did you do that?
• Why not something else?
• When do you succeed?
• When do you fail?
• When can I trust you?
• How do I correct an error?

User

• I understand why
• I understand why not
• I know when you succeed
• I know when you fail
• I know when to trust you
• I know when you erred

Training Data Learned 
Function

Machine 
Learning

Training Data Explainable    Explanation
Model            Interface

New 
Machine 
Learning 
Process

Task

Today

Explainable AI

Explainability



Explainability



Interpretability



Auditability

● A systematic and independent 
examination of product development 
processes, documents, and product 
performance to determine whether the 
product’s use case, performance, and 
development are in accordance our 
principles 

● Risk assessment prior to launch



Transparency Options

Limitations and concerns of full 
algorithmic transparency
● Can be used by nefarious actors
● Does not lead to understanding
● Need to show not “what” is 

happening, but why
● Privacy and transparency tensions
● Algorithms learn from training 

data. Not reflected in source code
● Performance tradeoffs
● Competitive concerns

Suite of options for transparency 
& accountability
● Explainability
● Interpretability
● Auditability
● Testing and validation
● International Standards
● External engagement
● Contestability
● User Feedback



Key areas for clarification

Explainability 
standards

Fairness 
appraisal

Safety 
considerations

Human-AI 
collaboration

Liability 
frameworks

1 ● Assemble a collection of best practice explanations 
along with commentary on their praiseworthy 
characteristics to provide practical inspiration. 

● Provide guidelines for hypothetical use cases so 
industry can calibrate how to balance the benefits 
of using complex AI systems against the practical 
constraints that different standards of explainability 
impose.

● Articulate minimum acceptable standards in 
different industry sectors and application contexts.
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2 ● Articulate frameworks to balance competing goals 
and definitions of fairness. 

● Clarify the relative prioritization of competing 
factors in some common hypothetical situations, 
even if this will likely differ across cultures and 
geographies.
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3 ● Outline basic workflows and standards of 
documentation for specific application contexts 
that are sufficient to show due diligence in carrying 
out safety checks. 

● Establish safety certification marks to signify that a 
service has been assessed as passing specified 
tests for critical applications.
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4 ● Determine contexts when decision-making should 
not be fully automated by an AI system, but rather 
would require a meaningful “human in the loop”. 

● Assess different approaches to enabling human 
review and supervision of AI systems.
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5

● Evaluate potential weaknesses in existing liability 
rules and explore complementary rules for specific 
high-risk applications. 

● Consider sector-specific safe harbor frameworks 
and liability caps in domains where there is a worry 
that liability laws may otherwise discourage 
societally beneficial innovation. 

● Explore insurance alternatives for settings in which 
traditional liability rules are inadequate or 
unworkable.



ai.google/education/

PAIR - ai.google/research/teams/brain/pair

Resources

https://ai.google/education/
https://ai.google/research/teams/brain/pair

